
How Expert Build Empire Overview 
We all take off from the same starting blocks at the beginning of every year but at 

the end of the year, the greater majority (about 70%) become worse off, a big chunk 

(about 25%)  remain stagnant, a minority (about 4%) leap forward and a sliver (about 

(0.1%)  massively scale up and become wiser, wealthier, healthier, and happier.  

 

What sets this tiny minority apart from the rest? A combination of corrective action 

steps!  The recognition of the unwritten LAW that says ONLY ACTION WINS! The 

subscription to the PRINCIPLE that says your destiny is in your own hands. The 

undying determination to matter and triumph against all odds!  

 

The tiny minority daily take action to radically reinvent themselves. They swallow 

their pride and seek out coaches. They take stock of the trends and reset the sails of 

their boat. Based on the information they sift from the deafening noise all around 

them, they plot strategies to master new skills, tap into rich motherlodes of 

networks that enable them skyrocket their impact. All these require uncommon 

skills, months of learning, toil, trial, sweat and the precise understanding that it is not 

over until you win.  

 

You could cut your learning curve by 5 to 10 years if you knew the right person to 

approach for help, joined the right network and positioned yourself appropriately. I 

learnt this lesson the hard way, spending thousands of dollars, man-hours and being 

frustrated until I met someone I submitted to tutelage and it has made all the 

difference.  

 



These are what you get in HOW EXPERT BUILD EMPIRE PROGRAM: 

 

1. My eProduct Development Blueprint (MP4) that shows you the step-by-step 

process for producing quality and professionally finished eProducts that you 

can easily sell to monetize your expertise.  

 

2. My comprehensive Book Writing Blueprint (MP4) that gives you the insider 

information on how to write and market your book worldwide even if you 

hate writing.  

 

3. My Speak Like the Orators of Old (MP4) that positions you as a motivational 

speaker who commands thousands in speaking fees once you acquire platform 

mastery.  

 

4. My Advanced Networking Blueprint (MP4) that shows you everything you 

need to know about how to connect with movers and shakers without 

mortgaging your family house.  

 

5. My Priority Management Blueprint (MP4) that shows you how to leverage 

your effectiveness with minimal effort without burning out.  

 

On top of the above five unbeatable products, you also get the following bonuses 

absolutely free: 

 

a) My proprietary template for constructing your 7-Dimensional Expert Profile 

that will guide you in your journey to building your Expert Empire.  



b) My offline List-Builder Secret Formula that works 100% of the time noting that 

your list is YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSET in your Empire building drive.  

 

c) Step-by-step Guide for building your list using Mailchimp.  

 

d) Step-by-step Guide for creating good quality videos from  pictures you take 

with your smart phone.  

 

e) My  list of the “Top 10 Online Gurus” I follow that will revolutionize the way 

you think, act and build your expert empire.  

 

f) My Stand-Out Profile sampler on how to write your profile that will make you 

twinkle like a star and position you as the go-to-person in your neck of the 

wood.  

 

g) My No-More Tears Done-For-You Functional Website that enables you 

monetize your products right away and position you in the new world of 

information marketing.  

 

The total value of everything you get from HOW EXPERT BUILD EMPIRE PROGRAM 

easily exceeds N2million. I encourage you to pay attention and get all you can out of 

the Program. 

 

Welcome to HOW EXPERT BUILD EMPIRE PROGRAM. 
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